tune both E strings to D       PHOENIX

Gs      G      Gs       G     D5
I HAVE CRIED TOO, I HAVE CRIED TOO LONG
Gs      G      Gs       G     D5     D5
I HAVE CRIED TOO, I HAVE CRIED TOO LONG
G/A     D/A     A       F/G     G       D5     D5
NO MORE SORROW, GOT TO CARRY ON
Gs      G      Gs       G       D5     D5
FOUND DEEP WATER 'FORE I'D EVEN LEARNED TO SWIM
Gs      G      Gs       G       D5     D5
FOUND DEEP WATER 'FORE I'D EVEN LEARNED TO SWIM
G/A     D/A     A       F/G     G       D5     D5     D5     D5
NEVER THOUGHT I'D SEE THE SUN AGAIN

D      C - G/B D      C - G/B D      A#M7 C Ds
DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO
Gs      G      Gs       G       D7     5     D7     5
LIKE A PHOENIX, I HAVE RISEN FROM THE FLAMES
Gs      G      Gs       G       D7     5     D7     5
LIKE A PHOENIX, I HAVE RISEN FROM THE FLAMES
G/A     D/A     A       F/G     G       D7     5     D7     5
NO MORE LIVING SOME ONE ELSE'S DREAMS
Gs      G      Gs       G       D5
I HAVE CRIED TOO, I HAVE CRIED TOO LONG
Gs      G      Gs       G       D5     D5
I HAVE CRIED TOO, I HAVE CRIED TOO LONG
G/A     D/A     A       F/G     G       D5     D5
NO MORE SORROW, GOT TO CARRY ON

D      C - G/B D      C - G/B D      A#M7 C Ds
DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO DOO
YOU ALMOST HAD ME, OLD LADY, YOU ALMOST TIED ME DOWN GOOD
YOU PLAYED THE LADY IN WAITING AND I WAITED AS LONG AS I COULD
TOO LONG THE SONGS HAVE BEEN SILENT;
TOO LONG THE STRINGS HAVE BEEN STILL
I NEVER KNEW WHAT YOU WANTED AND I GUESS THAT I NEVER WILL

D5     Gs     G     G/A     D/A     F/G     C     G/B     A#M7